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Abstract Various scientific disciplines devoted to the study

ofsexualbehaviorareconcernedwiththeunderstandingofsado-

masochistic (SM) practices. However, only a fragmented body

of theories, opinions, and studies is available, which limits the

systematic study of this field. Empirical studies and tools for

the assessment of SM tendencies are particularly sparse. Our

aimwas to develop a comprehensive tool for the assessment of

an individual’sengagement inSMpractices.Acomprehensive

24-item checklist of different types of SM play was generated

with the assistanceofmembersof theGermanSMcommunity,

covering both a dominance scale and a submission scale. The

sadomasochism checklist was administered in an online study

to a sample of 652 adults (345 female, 307 male), with 527

participants being active members in the SM community.

Both the frequency of SM behavior and the attraction to the

types of SMpracticeswere assessed.Results revealed a one-

factor structure for the dominance as well as the submission

scale. The distinction between different types of practices

(soft play, domination/submission, beating, toys, breath and

bodilyfluids)wasconfirmedusingprincipal componentanalysis.

Cronbach’s alpha was appropriate. The total scores for the dom-

inance and the submission scale distinguish between participants

withdifferentpreferences fordominantandsubmissivepractices.

Thenewlydevelopedscale isa reliableandvalid tool for theassess

ment of the frequency of and attraction to SMbehavior. It aims to

provide the basis for future systematic studies on sadomasochism.

Keywords Sadomasochism � BDSM � Self-assessment �
Reliability �Validity

Introduction

The term sadomasochism (SM) finds its origins in two con-

cepts: (1) sadism, which itself is linked to Comte marquis de

Sade (1740–1814), whose writings covered sexual cruelty in an

erotic sense, and (2) masochism, which derives from the writer

Masoch (1836–1905), whose novels reflected erotic appeal by

pain, submission, and humiliation (Cleugh, 1952). Most of

theearlyknowledgegainedonSMbehaviorcanbe tracedback to

the early psychoanalytic work of Freud (1938) or Kraft-Ebbing

(1965).Thus, itmainly stems fromclinicalobservations inpatients

sufferingfromtheirSMtendenciesandnotfromobservationsinthe

generalpopulation(Weinberg,2006).Thisclinicalperspectivethat

considersSMpractices as apsychopathological deviationhascon-

sequently shaped the early conceptualization of SM behavior. It

wasnot until the 1970s and1980s that a growingbodyof literature

from the social sciences broadened the perspective toward a non-

pathologicalviewonSMbehavior (Weinberg,1994).However,

even thoughthismore recent literatureutilizedabroadvarietyof

different quantitative and qualitativemethods, the nature of SM

is still incompletely understood.We therefore claim that sexual

sciencewouldbenefit fromamoresystematicassessmentofSM

practices and in particular, from tools that allow representative

observations. This would in turn also help to increase the com-

parability of different studies and promote a more objective

approach toward the understanding of the SMphenomenon.

Bondage and discipline, dominance and submission, sadism

andmasochism (BDSM) (Connolly, 2006)was often viewed as

a controversial type of human sexual behavior, as it can incor-

porate activities that might appear to resemble a sexual assault

(Beres, 2007). This perceived pathological or abnormal deviance

was fueled by the fact that sexual sadism and sexual masochism

appeared as paraphilic disorders in the psychiatric classification

systemsformentaldisorders.AsnotedbyKrueger (2010a,2010b),

theoccurrenceofbothdiagnosesintheclassificationsystemsperse
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is necessary, as they can be prominent among clinical populations

and in forensic samples, presenting clear targets for treatment as

well as the prevention of future assaults. However, Krueger also

argued for a more structured and empirically based approach tow

ard theunderstandingofpathologicaldeviationsof sadistic andma

sochistic tendenciesthatcanbedistinguishedfromavariantofnon-

deviant sexuality. In the latest edition of the Diagnostic and Sta-

tisticalManual of Mental Disorders (American Psychiatric Asso-

ciation, 2013), a subtle but crucial change was made: the terms

sexual sadism and sexual masochism were changed into sexual

sadism disorder and sexual masochism disorder, to draw a line

between deviant and pathological sexual behavior. For being

diagnosed with a paraphilic disorder, the DSM-5 requires that

people with an interest in SM practices would either (1) have to

‘‘feel personal distress about their interest, not merely distress

resulting from society’s disapproval’’or (2) have to‘‘have a sex-

ual desire or behavior that involves another person’spsycholog-

icaldistress, injury,ordeath,oradesireforsexualbehaviorsinvolv-

ing unwilling persons or persons unable to give legal consent.’’

These criteria areused todistinguishpathological fromnon-patho-

logical forms of SM practices.

In sexual science, the historically based pathologization is

likewise often opposedwith the play-like behavior that considers

SM as a consensual, careful, and collaborative sexual behavior,

apart from any pathological deviations (Hoople, 1996; Moser,

1998). One of the most common distinctions between non-patho-

logical and pathological SMbehavior is the differentiation between

consentbetweenthetwopartnersandcoercion(Moser&Kleinplatz,

2007). This view on SM is also often shared within the SM com-

munities, which have consensual SM play and sex as prime

principles (Pitagora, 2013; Sagarin, Cutler, Cutler, Lawler-

Sagarin, & Matuszewich, 2009).

Studies on consensual BDSMoffer a diversity of interesting

research questions concerning the nature of SM tendencies, its

relation toother associatedconstructs, suchas satisfaction in rela-

tionships, early childhood development, or character traits, as

well as its relevance for practical applications.Williams (2009)

particularly emphasized positive consequences of SM in rela-

tionships:Williams suggested thatprofessionalsworking in the

fieldof sexual sciences have to consider that SMpractices—under

safeparticipation—canpromote intimacyandcreative stimulation

in partnerships. This matches studies in which it was demon-

strated that heterosexuals and homosexuals who are active in

BDSM practices are also more open to other sexual experi-

ences(Richters, deVisser, Rissel,Grulich,&Smith, 2008) and

report various benefits of their interest in BDSM (Hébert &

Weaver, 2015). Relations between the attraction to SM prac-

tices and character traits that have been discussed in the early

literature, such as a lack of self-confidence, neuroticism, and

extraversion,were in turn not found (Pokroppa, 1999). Empir-

ical studies could also demonstrate that masochists did not

score higher in mental instability and that people with sadis-

tic sexual interest did not have higher values in antisocial or

psychotic traits than people with conventional sexual prefer-

ences (Cross & Matheson, 2006). These examples of current

research all support the view that there is no evidence that SM

practition-

ers deviate from the general population in a pathological way

(Moser & Kleinplatz, 2006; Nichols, 2006). Large-scale empir-

ical studies are therefore a valuable source to objectify views on

consensual SM play and help uncover and identify the func-

tionality of SM practices.

In the present article,we describe the development of a com-

prehensive24-itemchecklist for theassessmentofanindividual’s

attraction to sadomasochism, covering both dominant and sub-

missivepractices.The items in the checklist aswell as the results

onpsychometricpropertiesof thechecklistwerederived froman

online study conductedwith a sample of participantsmainly from

the German SM community. For item construction, we consid-

ered literature on different types of SM play (e.g., Alison, Sant-

tila, Sandnabba,&Nordling, 2001;Ernulf&Innala, 1995) from

an extensive literature review. Moreover, we received support

from experienced members of the German SM community. To

drawa representative sample from theGermanSMcommunity,

we utilized an online assessment that was promoted on central

nationwide websites of the community. This checklist aims to

provide an objective tool for future research on SMplay in sex-

ual science and validly distinguish between individuals with a

different attraction to SM fantasies and practices.

Method

Participants

Anonlinesurveywasadministered toaGermanpopulationafter

contacting mailing lists and SM communities (e.g., www.sm-

hh.de, SM netpublishing, SM ‘‘Stammtisch’’ of different Ger-

man cities). The link with the invitation to participate in a study

about sadomasochism and sexual diversity was also sent to dif-

ferent e-mail distribution lists of student associations and social

networks in order to recruit non-BDSMparticipants. These served

as a referencegroup for the studypopulation tocompare thepar-

ticipants’ pleasure gain and frequency of SMbehavior between

groupswith different attraction to SMpractices.Altogether, the

website was accessed 1519 times. A total of 1145 participants

started theonlinesurvey,ofwhich652completed the full survey

(345 female participants, 307 male participants).

The age rangewas18–60years (M= 39,SD= 11.7).At the

beginning of the study, participants had to make a declaration

about their SM self-perception, meaning whether they would

describe themselvesas‘‘dominants,’’‘‘submissives,’’‘‘switches,’’

or if they had no particular attraction to sadomasochism. People

who preferred playing the dominant role in SM practices were

named ‘‘dominants’’ (N=136, 26 females), people who pre-

ferred the submissive rolewerenamed‘‘submissives’’(N=230,
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170 females), and people who enjoyed both sides and switched

the SM roles were named‘‘switches’’(N=155, 74 females). A

total of131participants (75 females)hadnoexplicit SMinterest

(‘‘conventional group’’). A v2-test revealed a significant differ-
ence in the distribution between females and males across the

groups of dominants, submissives, and switches, v2(2)= 105.70,

p\.001.Comparisons of the proportions of female andmale par-

ticipants among the three groups demonstrated thatmoremales

were in the group of dominants than in the other two groups

of switches, v2(1)= 26.32,p\.001, and submissives,v2(1)=
103.17, p\.001. Likewise,morewomenwere in the group of

submissives than in the group of switches, v2(1)= 27.33, p\
.001anddominants (see above). The primary sexual orientation

wasmeasuredusinga8-point‘‘sliderscale,’’rangingfromhetero

sexual (‘‘0’’) to homosexual (‘‘7’’): 56% of the participants indi

catedbeingheterosexual, 17%bisexual, and10%homosexual.

The remaining 17% felt dedicated to possibilities between the

three options. Attendees participated voluntarily. Ethical rev

iew boards approved the study.

Measures

Construction of the Checklist

For item generation, we collected different kinds of SM prac-

tices while investigating the scientific literature (e.g., Alison

et al., 2001; Ernulf & Innala, 1995), webpages from SM com-

munities, and personal communication with members of the

BDSM scene. We ended up with a selection of 24 items that

depicted a wide and common range of different SM practices.

Each item was administered both in the active voice (SMCL

dominancescale,e.g.,‘‘Spankingyourpartner’’)and thepassive

voice (SMCL submission scale: e.g.,‘‘Getting spanked by your

partner’’). However, due to the great variety of different fan-

tasies and tendencies (for a comprehensive list see Rehor,

2015), some items subsumed different types of SM behaviors.

We grouped the items by content into six clusters which sum-

med up different facets of submission or domination (for the

finalSMCLscales, seeAppendix1 for theSubmissionscale and

Appendix 2 for the SMCL Dominance scale): We started with

items that belong to beginner SM practices—for example,

blindfolding thepartner or gettingblindfolded, following some-

body’s commands or having hard intercourse—and named the

firstgroup‘‘softplay.’’Everysexualactivitywhichshowsaslope

in hierarchy between the partner, such as role play with domi-

nant/submissive roles, verbal humiliation or humiliating the sub-

missivepartnerwith others, belonged to the secondgroup,‘‘dom-

ination.’’‘‘Beatings’’were the third group of sexual SM practices

included in the checklist, covering spanking,whipping, and light

beating.As sex toys such as clamps, plugs, andwax are common

tools in SM practices, the fourth group of SM practices covering

these itemswas labeled‘‘toys.’’Some SMusers apply breath con

trol gameswhile strangling thebottompartners or usebodyfluids

such as urine or feces.We therefore named the fifth group of SM

practices‘‘breathing’’and the sixth‘‘body fluids.’’

For each item, participants had to indicate whether they

have had no experiences at all with the respective practice

(coded‘‘0’’), if it occurs as amasturbation fantasy (coded‘‘1’’),

or if theypractice or practiced it in real life (coded‘‘2’’). Particip

ants additionally had to rate their personal sexual pleasure gain

fromeachpracticeonafive-point scale ranging from0(not at all)

to 4 (extremely) from their current perspective. As sexual expe-

riences shape future sexual preferences and activities (O’Dono-

van, 2010), no specific timeframe for experiences with SM fan

tasiesorbehaviorwas set. For each item,participants could select

one response for prior experience and one response for pleasure

gain.

Procedure

The online questionnaire was accessed through a link in the

invitation e-mail and was administered through unipark.de.

Informed consent informationwas provided, and participants’

consents were obtained by clicking ‘‘I agree’’ before being

directed to the surveyquestions. Participationwas anonymous

and took approximately 15–20min to complete.

Data Analysis

The two scales (Submission scale and Dominance scale) were

analyzed separately to improve the fit of the two scales for the

respective target populations. For the Submission scale, anal-

yseswerebasedondataof thegroupsof submissivesandswitches.

For thedominancescale,analyseswerebasedondataof thegroups

ofdominantsandswitches.Toevaluateifitemshadtobediscarded,

factoranalysiswithprincipalaxis factoringwasconducted inafirst

step. Inasecondstep,principalaxisfactoringwithvarimaxrotation

was undertaken with eigenvalues[1 to explore the underlying

factor structure of the two subscales in relation to the theoretically

proposed dimensions of SMpractices. To investigate,whether the

engagement in SM practices was related to pleasure gain, Spear-

man rank coefficients were calculated item-wise for the relation

between pleasure gain and engagement in SM plays. Spearman

rank coefficients were chosen due to the ordinally scaled assess-

mentoftheengagementinSMpractices.Forthetotalscoresofthe

dominance and the submission scale, non-parametric Mann–

Whitney U tests were calculated for differences between male

and female participants. Kruskal–Wallis tests were used for the

comparisonof the total scoresacross studygroupsofdominants,

submissives, switches, and the conventional group.Mann–Whit-

ney U tests with Bonferroni-corrected p-values were calculated

for multiple comparisons between scores across groups. Non-

parametric testswerechosenduetounequalvariancesandsample

sizes across groups. The data were processed using SPSS 21,

applying a cutoff level for significance of p\.05. Effect sizes
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were calculated using g*power 3.1 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang,

& Buchner, 2007).

Results

In the following section, the psychometric properties of the

two subscales SMCL are described.

SMCL Submission Scale

Factor Structure and Reliability

An initial principal component analysis revealed a clear single-

factor structure, with the first factor accounting for 29% of the

scale variance. In addition, the scree test criterion also indicated

a clear break between the first and the second factor (Cattell,

1978). The data contained sufficient shared variance for factor

analysis (Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin criterion, KMO= .85). The

reliability of the 24-item scale of Cronbach’s alpha= .96 was

sufficient and all items had statistically significant (p\.01)

corrected item total correlations (M= .47, SD= .10). Simi-

larly, themean factor loading of all 24 items (Table 1) onto the

first factor was .53 (SD= .12).

Toadditionallyreducetheitemstoasmallersetof independent

compositevariables, thesixnon-trivial factorswithaneigenvalue

higher than1were rotated toavarimaxsolution.These six factors

accounted for64%of thevariance,whereas each factor clustered

a subset of items that were interpretable and content-relevant

(Table1):Thestrongestfactor,accountingfor15.22%ofthetotal

variance,wasassociatedwith itemsrelated todominance, suchas

humiliatingnotonly thepartnerbutalsowithothers, or restricting

his or her psychological needs. The second factor (explaining

11.26% of the variance) referred to items assessing the pleasure

related to the use of toys that can be used to inflict pain, such as

clamps,plugs,orwax.The third factor, accounting for10.48%of

the total variance, was comprised items assessing rather soft SM

play, including soft bondagebehavior such as not only blindfold-

ing and restricting the partner, giving commands, but also having

‘‘hard’’intercourse. Even though the latter item does not seem to

be a rather soft item, it still does rathermatchwith the other items

in this categorycompared toother factors.The three items related

to beatings loaded onto the fourth factor, sharing 9.95% of the

total variance. For the last two factors, which accounted for 9.59

and7.57%of thevariance, the items related tobreathdeprivation

andbodilyfluids could be, respectively, reflected.Only one item,

clawingsub, showed ambiguous factor loadings (i.e., coefficients

not above .5) on three factors. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for

thesixdimensionswerecalculatedasameasurefor reliabilityand

revealed satisfying results (sub-scale domination: .84, sub-scale

toys: .80,sub-scalesoftplay:74,sub-scalebeatings: .78,sub-scale

breath: .80, and sub-scalebodyfluids: .63).The lowerbodyfluids

reliability could be traced back to the comparably lownumber of

responses to the fecessub item.

Pleasure Gain and Engagement in Submissive Behavior

As the engagement in submissive practices was ordinal-scaled

and could not be summed up, the relation between pleasure gain

and theengagement incertainbehaviorswasanalyzed item-wise,

using Spearman correlations. For every item, participants who

reportedahigherpleasuregainalsoreportedahigherengagement

in the corresponding behavior, indicated by masturbation fan-

tasies or real-life experiences (Mean Spearman correlation coef-

ficient= .61, SD= .11; all ps\.001).

Gender Differences

For both groups of submissives and switches, differences in

pleasure gain between female and male participants were cal-

culatedfor the totalscoreof thescale.Duetounequalnumbersof

female and male participants in the groups, Mann–Whitney U

tests were conducted and revealed neither a statistically signif-

icant differences between female and male participants in the

group of submissives (Z=1.85, p= .064, r= .12) nor in the

group of switches (Z= .59, p= .557, r= .05).

Differences in Pleasure Gain Across Groups for Submissive

Practices

AKruskal–Wallis test for differences in pleasure gain submis-

sive practices across the four groups revealed a significantmain

effect of group,v2(3)=409.56,p\.001,gp
2= .64. Post-hoc cal-

culated Bonferroni-corrected Mann–Whitney U tests for mul-

tiple comparisonsdemonstratedmediumto large effect sizes for

differences across all four groups (Table 2): whereas partici-

pants from the group of submissives reported the highest plea-

sure gain, followed by participants from the group of switches,

participants from the group of dominants showed an even lower

pleasure gain than participants with a conventional interest.

SMCL Dominance Scale

Factor Structure and Reliability

A principal component analysis was carried out on the data

from the groups of dominants and switches. In line with the

scree test criterion, the initial unrotated factor solution favored

a single-factor structure, with the first factor accounting for

29% and a clear break after the first factor. The result of the

KMO measure was .84. For the 24-item scale, Cronbach’s

alpha was .89. All items had significant corrected item total

correlation (M= .47,SD= .10;allp\.01).Likewise,all items

except the item fecesdom had sufficient factor loadings (Table3)

onto the first factor (M= .60, SD= .14).
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To additionally combine the items into smaller subsets, all

non-trivial factors with an eigenvalue[1 were subsequently

varimax rotated (Table 3). The six factors, accounting for 64

% of the total variance, confirmed a similar conceptual distinc-

tivenessthanthevarimaxsolutionfromthesubmissionitems.The

sixfactorscontributedtothedifferentiationofvariouspreferences

of sadistic behavior. The first factor (explained variance of 20.

31%)comprisedalmost thesame itemsas thefirst factor fromthe

Submission scale and was therefore also associated with SM

dominance.Thesecondfactor,whichaccounted for13.2%of the

variance, was likewise associated with the use of toys such as

plugs or clamps in the playwith the partner. The third orthogonal

factor covered the three items related to beatings and accounted

for 11.36%of thevariance.Another three itemsweregroupedby

the fourth factor, explaining9.71%of the variance and including

the three itemsassociatedwithbreath reduction.Thefifth (8.96%

explained variance) and sixth (7.57% variance) factors included

twoitemseachandsubsumedsoftSMplaybehavioraswellas the

two bodyfluids items fecesdom and urinatingdom. The three items

tying updom, swallowingdom, and rough intercoursedom could not

be associatedwith one distinctive factor, but seemed to be part of

different formsofSMpreferences.Cronbach’s alphacoefficients

for the six dimensions were the following: domination .90, toys

.74, beatings .92, breath .78, soft play .84, and bodyfluids .60.As

for thesubmission items, the lower reliabilityofbodyfluidscould

be traced back to the comparably lower number of responses to

the fecesdom item.

Pleasure Gain and Frequency of Sadomasochistic Behavior

The relation between pleasure gain and the ordinally scaled

engagement in sadistic practices was analyzed item-wise, using

Spearman correlations. As for the submission scale items, par-

Table 1 One-factor solution and varimax solution for the items of the SMCL Submission scale

Item One-factor

solution

(29.32%)

Six-factor solution

Domination

(15.22%)

Toys

(11.26%)

Soft play

(10.48%)

Beatings

(9.95%)

Breath

(9.59%)

Bodily fluids

(7.57%)

17. Humiliating with otherssub .59 .78

13. Verbal humiliationsub .65 .76

18. Display partnersub .62 .74

11. Role playsub .38 .63

15. Confinementsub .52 .60

16. Force against willsub .57 .56

8. Genitals torturesub .64 .79

6. Clampssub .61 .71

9. Plugssub .59 .68

5. Waxsub .47 .55

12. Blindfoldingsub .43 .73

14. Tying upsub .52 .61

10. Commandssub .58 .61

3. Rough intercoursesub .45 .61

4. Spankingsub .29 .88

7. Whippingsub .41 .75

2. Light beatingsub .34 .73

23. Stranglingsub .41 .87

22. Facesittingsub .45 .78

24. Unconscioussub .33 .77

20. Urinatingsub .55 .82

19. Swallowingsub .68 .64

21. Fecessub .28 .59

1. Clawingsub .39 .42 .31 .30

Factor loadings for the one- and six-factor solution after varimax rotation, and the percentages of variance explained by every factor are displayed. For

the six-factor solution, only coefficients above 0.5 are presented, except for the ambiguous item clawingdom
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ticipants who described a higher pleasure gain from dominant

behaviors also reported a higher engagement in the respective

behaviors (Mean Spearman correlation coefficient= .55, SD=

.21; all ps\.001).

Gender Differences

Mann–Whitney U tests were conducted for differences in plea-

sure gain between female andmale participants from the groups

Table 2 Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons for pleasure gain from submissive behavior across study groups

Group Pleasure gain Comparison group Mean

difference

Mann–Whitney

U test: Z

Bonferroni-

corrected p value

Effect

size r
M SD

Dominants 8.71 12.49 Submissives -51.84 15.56 \.001 .82

Switches -35.94 12.90 \.001 .76

Conventional group -11.95 6.77 \.001 .42

Submissives 60.56 15.25 Switches 15.90 7.94 \.001 .41

Conventional group 39.89 14.42 \.001 .76

Switches 44.66 18.47 Conventional group 23.99 9.62 \.001 .57

Conventional group 20.67 15.90 –

Table 3 One-factor solution and varimax solution for the items of the Dominance scale

Item One-factor

solution

Six-factor solution

(29.11%) Domination

(20.31%)

Toys

(13.20%)

Beatings

(11.36%)

Breath

(9.71%)

Soft play

(8.96%)

Bodily fluids

(7.57%)

13. Verbal humiliationdom .49 .73

18. Display partnerdom .48 .69

17. Humiliating with othersdom .45 .69

15. Confinementdom .42 .60

11. Role playdom .37 .57

16. Force against willdom .43 .54

10. Commandsdom .40 .52

8. Genital torturedom .63 .77

6. Clampsdom .65 .70

9. Plugsdom .49 .64

5. Waxdom .53 .63

4. Spankingdom .70 .91

2. Light beatingsdom .68 .85

7. Whippingdom .62 .73

23. Stranglingdom .60 .85

24. Unconsciousdom .32 .77

22. Facesittingdom .54 .73

12. Blindfoldingdom .46 .81

1. Clawingdom .47 .53

20. Urinatingdom .38 .76

21. Fecesdom .19 .72

14. Tying updom .50 .44 .48 .38

19. Swallowingdom .47 .44 .46

3. Rough intercoursedom .36 .39 .38

Factor loadings (coefficients above 0.5) for the dominance items after varimax rotation, and the percentages of variance explained by every factor are

displayed. For the three ambiguous items tying updom, swallowingdom, and rough intercoursedom factor loadings with coefficients above 0.3 are

displayed
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of dominants and switches. There was neither a statistically sig-

nificant differences between female and male participants in the

groupofdominants (Z= .47,p= .640,r= .04)nor inthegroupof

switches (Z= .56, p= .576, r= .04).

Differences in Pleasure Gain across Groups for Dominant

Practices

Therewasasignificantdifference inpleasuregainfromdominant

practices across the four groups, Kruskal–Wallis test: v2(3)= 33

8.58, p\.001, gp
2= .52. To account for individual group differ-

ences, Bonferroni-corrected Mann–Whitney U tests were cal-

culated and revealedmedium to large effect sizes for differences

across the four groups of participants (Table 4): contrary to the

submissive items, participants from the group of dominants

reportedthehighestoverallpleasuregain,whereasparticipants

from the group of submissives reported least pleasure gain.

Participants from the group of switches reported the second

highest pleasure gain, whereas participants from the conven-

tional group scored higher than the group of submissives.

Additionally, paired sample t tests were calculated for differ-

encesbetweenthesubmissionandthedominancetotalscorewithin

groups.Significantdifferencesbetweenthetwoscoreswereobtained

in the two groups of dominants and submissives, dominants:

t(132)=27.61,p\.001,dz=2.40;submissives: t(227)=34.30,

p\.001,dz=2.13, andconfirmedclear preferences for one type

of SMbehavior over the other.No significant differenceswere

found for the other two groups, indicating no consistent pref-

erences, switches: t(153)\1, dz= .01; conventional group:

t(128)\1, dz= .05.

Discussion

Theaimwas todevelopa tool that is useful for the assessment of

a person’s attraction to SM fantasies and practices. The check-

list presented in this article provides two scales that cover

submissive and dominant practices. Both scales allow the com-

putation of a reliable and valid total sumscore for pleasure gain,

as indicated by the factorial validity and satisfying Cronbach’s

alpha coefficients. Each scale covered six different groups of

common SM play (soft play, domination, beating, toys, breath

control, and body fluids) that besidesminor exceptions have been

verifiedusingprincipalcomponentanalyseswithvarimaxrotation.

However, due to the unequal factor structure between the sub-

mission and dominance scale, the computation of sub-scores—

besides the total scale scores—cannot be recommended based on

the results. Differences in pleasure gain not only for dominant and

submissive practices across but also within groups clearly demon

strate the potential of the checklist to differentiate people with dif

ferent SM preferences. Due to the ordinally scaled assessment of

the engagement in SM behavior, the computation of a respective

sum score is not recommended either. Instead, this measure can

rather be used for other purposes, such as selecting subgroups of

participants that display a certain type of behavior.

In terms of gender effects, no significant differences in the

attractiontotherespectiveSMpracticesbetweenmaleandfemale

participants were observed within the groups of dominants, sub-

missives, or switches. This result shows that people that assign

themselves to one of the three groups also have clear preferences

for the respective dominant and submissive SM plays, indepen-

dent of gender. However, the differences in the relative frequen-

cies ofmale and femaleparticipants in thegroupsof submissives,

dominants, and switches imply that—under the hypothesis of an

equal probability between males and female for inclusion in the

study—males more often display an engagement in dominant

practices,whereasfemalestakeonthesubmissivepart.Thisresult

is in linewitha recent studyaboutmatepreferences thathas shown

that women have a generally higher preference for a dominant

partner than men do (Giebel, Moran, Schawohl, & Weierstall,

2015). Women also prefer dominant men, and even men who

are aggressive, for a short-term relationship and for the purpose

of sexual intercourse (Giebel,Weierstall, Schauer, &Elbert,

2013).

Table 4 Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons for pleasure gain from dominant behavior across study groups

Group Pleasure gain Comparison

group

Mean

difference

Mann–Whitney

U test: Z

Bonferroni-corrected

p value

Effect size r

M SD

Dominants 54.18 17.41 Submissives 42.44 12.19 \.001 .74

Switches 9.94 4.97 \.001 .29

Conventional group 32.81 11.35 \.001 .70

Submissives 11.74 15.99 Switches -32.50 13.34 \.001 .68

Conventional group -9.62 6.73 \.001 .36

Switches 44.24 18.21 Conventional group 22.88 9.72 \.001 .58

Conventional group 21.36 16.50 –
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Thechecklistalsoprovidesthepossibilitytoinvestigatechanges

in BDSM preferences in longitudinal studies, in order to review

theoriesabouttheformationofSMpreferences.IncontrasttoFreud

(1938),Baumeister(1988)arguedthatmasochismappearstocome

firstandsadisticpleasuredevelops later.Baumeistersuggested that

dominant counterparts are needed for the SM play, and that the

sadisticroleprovidessatisfactionforthetopbecauseoftheempathy

with the masochistic partner. Masochism is more common than

sadism in sexual fantasies (Friday, 1980) and real life (Greene &

Greene, 1974). Even in this study, almost twice as many partici-

pantswithsubmissivethandominantpreferencesparticipated.This

providesfurthersupportfortheusefulnessofquantitativestudieson

sadomasochism to clarify the nature, developmental trajectories,

and the functionality of this phenomenon.

Limitations

There is a huge variety of different SMpractices corresponding

to the diversity of different humanbehaviors. This newly devel-

oped checklist provides information about sexual preferences,

covering a wide range of SM play, including‘‘soft play’’on the

onehandanddangerousbreath control games (Lee,Klement,&

Sagarin, 2015) on theother.Nevertheless, the checklist does not

include every possible variation of SM. Special plays with, for

example, needles, piercings, electrical stimulation, fire plays,

and knife play (cutting) are not specifically named, but sub-

sumed under‘‘toys that cause pain.’’Future research is needed

to prove the content validity and comprehensiveness of the scale.

Supplementary items could be added if new dimensions of SM

play evolve or if particular research questions support weight-

ing of different items.

Conclusion

Since the third sexual revolution, ‘‘the neosexual revolution’’

(Sigusch, 2000) started in the 1980s, a general openness toward

different and unconventional sexual practices has appeared:me

mbers and enthusiasts of special sexual preferences and orien-

tations declare themselves as BDSM players, fetishists or drag

queens in public events such as the Folsom Street Fair or Kreu

zberg Pride or aboard BDSM party ships. Even if this devel-

opment moves away from pathologizing SM practices, some

BDSM practitioners are still concerned about experiencing

stigmatization regarding self-disclosure (Bezreh, Weinberg, &

Edgar, 2012).To further studyandelaborate thephenomenonof

sadomasochism,wehavedevelopeda tool for the assessment of

SM practices. The SMCL aims to further guide research in this

field.
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